
The Editor 

The Economic Times 

New Delhi 

 

Subject: The Mirage of Food Security- regarding 

 

Sir, 

          This has reference to the above captioned story dated 11th March 2011 
filed by Sh. Tejinder Narang former Director PEC Ltd.  The author has tried to 
comprehensively discuss the ongoing debate Food Security vis-à-vis food 
coupons.  
 
 The Food Corporation along with state agencies procures food grain 
from farmers under Minimum Support Price fixed by Government of India.  The 
total procurement along with minimum support price and economic cost can be 
glanced below 

Procurement 

Year           Wheat            Paddy interms Rice____________           

            PROCUREMENT                     PROCUREMENT 

        Lakh tonne cost Rs/Qtl.       Lakh tonne                 cost Rs/Qtl. 

                       
                                                                                                      
Common      Grade”A”       

2010-11    225.13        1100/-             185.81(31.1.11)     1000/-             1030/-                                 

2009-10    253.82        1080/-         320.33            950/-+50         980/-+50/-(bonus) 

2008-09    226.89        1000/-         336.84                    850/-+50/-       880/-+50/-(bonus)    

Economic Cost 2008-09  

              Wheat   1380.58 per quintal       Rice 1740.73 per quintal  

 The food grain stocks so procured are then stored in corporation and state 
government agencies godowns in the respective procuring state.  These stocks 
are subsequently moved to consuming states as per requirement for distribution 
under TPDS and various welfare schemes of government of India. The allocation 
under these schemes are made by Government of India and deliveries are made 
to state governments for distribution through Fair price Shops to ration card 
holders at the Consumer end prices  fixed by State Govt under various 
categories like APL, BPL & AAY etc.  The responsibility of the FCI ceases once 
the stocks are delivered and leave depot premises after the state government 
having accepted its quality and quantity.  The state government are also moving 
and updating its end distribution operations by adopting latest technique and 



technology to plug the loop holes in the system and strengthening enforcement.  
The system is bound to improve and the government and its agencies are 
committed to ensure that the benefits of minimum support price and subsidised 
sale price for food grain pricing reaches to actual beneficiaries.  The detailed 
allocation and off takes of food grain can also be seen from the details given 
below. 

Year                 Wheat                      Rice                        
    Allotment             Offtake             Allotment               Offtake 

2010-11                 239.93                           180.60                           298.59                           242.41 

2009-10                 313.85                           223.84                           306.22                           276.43 

2008-09                 183.95                           148.85                           274.69                           246.72 

                    In view of  the above details of the actual operations, it may not be 
proper to doubt the capability  of the system to deliver rather the concerned 
agencies are fully geared up to meet the new challenges emerging from the 
proposed Food Security legislation.  

                     You are therefore requested to assure the esteemed readers of 
your newspaper that the government and its agencies are in all preparedness to 
comply with the new legislation in its true letter and spirit. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

(V.K.MALHOTRA) 

Asstt.General 
Manager(PR) 

 


